To Counter The Evil Of Ideological Terrorism
1.General consideration
If the United States and the western democratic countries have tried hard to deal with the armed
terrorism that ruined countless lives of innocent people so far, then, how miserably the Vietnamese diaspora
- especially the VN community within the "Bolsa capital" of the refugees, have to silently undergo such a
terrible terror of poisonous wordings by the indecent fellow-countrymen’s gangs who are too proud of their
dishonest and uncivil behavior.
The corrupt and armed practices of the fanatic and extremist cliques have been somehow checked
under the security measures and electronic means. In contrast, the disaster of ideological terror against the
VN refugees has met with no proper reaction of the victims.
The sole reason was that those victims had no defense means of their own. Law and regulations of the
local government, though very strict in essence, could not interfere in the internal affairs of the Vietnamese
settlements without their calls for help. In the meantime, large number of VN non-professional "market
papers," a goal of which is only benefits, has surrendered to indecent opinions. It is not to count the number
of the papers belonging to the gangs or their accomplices. Most papers only ran news on their way, for
example the case of the two culprits Nguyen duc An and Nguyen Phuc Duc Khoi of the weekly Viet Nam Tu
Do-- the Free VietNam-who must pay more than 16- million- dollar fee for unjust slander, on the Los
Angeles Supreme Court ‘s order as of June 17, 1991. The VN media have known well that most VN
refugees could not afford to hire attorneys for their causes. In addtion, many Vietnamese have consented to
quiet, so they set themselves apart from those "leperous" people, as not bringing a "dish of lard" for those
hungry ants.
As a consequence, most victims must keep silent at the mercy of those ideological terrorists, who spared
not the basest and dirtiest languagues and acts for their illicit advantages and dark powers.

2. How is wrought this ideological terror?

Then, how and where the evil of ideological terror worked out? As known to the Vietnamese overseas,
the dishonest people showed up their presense at any existing VN associations and VN media. They turned
their tongues into harmful weapons at the attack of everyone who expresses the political idea opposing to
their mercantile anti-communism, or lip-service resistance.
First of all, terrorists started with vesting themselves with lots of such sacred causes as anti-communist
fighting, liberation of Viet Nam, up-keep of patriotism, preservation of the national cause, maintening of the
soldier’s honor, etc. From this debut, those people have not hesitated to label their opponents as traitors,
boot-lickers, surrenders of the communists, the offenders of the national honor, the betrayers of the troops,
etc.
If all this did not please them enough, they would feel free to publicize all sorts of faked stories, using the
most obscene words to defame the opponents as regards the private love affairs, of corruptions, extortions,
or abuse of authority….
It is also known to us all that even the "people’s courts" of the communists allowed the defendants to voice
their pleas prior to the last sentence. On the contrary, those overseas gangs have proven themselves much
more cruel than the communists, and did not permit any explanations on the side of the victims, though they
offered to pay large sums for "ads" on their papers.
Noticeably, any victims who tried their defense would face the "blind" rioteers of the gangs getting to the
street; that was the cases of Mr. Tony Lam, recently. Those who expressed reluctant cooperation with the
gangs would be denounced as accomplices, or be subject to physical menaces or business hindrances.

3. Who are they, those ideological terrorists?

It is contrasting enough to know that the ideological terrorists had been barely unwanted parts of our
former society: the draft dodgers; the anti-communists at the twenty-fifth hour; the deserters living overseas
during wartime (typically the former colonel Nguyen Xuan Vinh); some former mediocre and corrupt
generals; detainees awaiting court trial (typically ex-brigadier-general and demoting corporal Le van Tu); but
most funny are cases of the two "former prime ministers" : ex- sergeant Nguyen Huu Chanh, current PM of
the dupe government in exile, and Mr. Nguyen ba Can former House speaker and PM just before the loss of
our South VN regime ( to note that all Can’s positions had been obtained through currying favors).
Generally speaking, the said persons differ from themselses as of origins, social strata, profession,
education level, and political knowledge; but they all share the same denominator as anti-communists at the
twenty-fifth hour, the new actors on the stage, the fervent patriots at the last moment, who are playing
noisily on the Bolsa operetta, "the capital" of the Vietnamese refugees.
If we had to make this roll-call, it was because those people are trying to improvise themselves as heroes,
self-styled patriots, which may cause confusion to our Vietnamese refugees in selecting the right
mailpersons to committing their confidence.

4. Victims of the great disaster of ideological terrorism

Who are victims of those experts in ideological terror? To the answer are honest but quiet-seeking
people, most of them are those who hold no social positions such as president, leader or chairman of this or
that organization among the VN overseas communities. The latter also belong to different social strata,
ranging from the low ranking people to the VIP, taking the case of the former assemblyman Tony Lam of the
Orange County….
Besides their ideological terror tactics and lip-service anti-communism, those gang people have also
staged armed attacks against their so-called opponents, such as cases of the Le Triets, the journalist Dam
Phong, the writer Hoai Diep Tu, and the novelist Duyen Anh….
But the dirtiest manner being exploited counter the second-generation refugee was the instance of Ms.
Nguyen Cao Ky Duyen, victimized as "traitor" from Thien Tuong’s recent article, filled with wandering talks.
We are certain that no parents will let their children at the muzzle of those kind of mental terrorists. Never.
Just consider them as venereal diseases agents that must be controlled at any rate for our common
wellbeing.

5. To counter the great ideological terrorism

According to recent polls from the large number of silent and honest people, everyone says "no " to
ideological terror that ruins our society with machination, forgery, and false denunciations.
The international juncture has known much change now. The US policy has notably switched from
Containment (endiguement) to the tracking after the armed terrorists widely in the Mid-east following the
911 events. Communists are no longer enemy of the past thirty-year period; and communists in return do
not consider the capitalist America as their number-one adversary. On the other hand, the two American
and VN communist goverments have tied their diplomatic relations, and established their economic and
commercial exchanges.
Let’s take into consideration the following anti-communist sentiments. If there remained the open hatred
against the communists, that would refer to individual or small-group cases. But given the general view, one
should set apart private resentments for the common service of the nation and state. It is real and practical
patriotism.
" Change made at every pace," said the great writer Emile Zola. Unluckily, some people of our community
could not realize evolutions all around them, and forced their ways upstream. It is those refugees who since
29 past years have only recited the anti-communist lessons by their wooden tongues and soy-bean-waste
brains. They are making their living on the outdated anti-communist signboard, or robbed money from lighthearted and innocent people. Proofs are evident as said of Hoang Co Minh’s deceptive resistance; the
fighting against Tran Truong, and the ghost government of Nguyen huu Chanh, etc.

Across those past 29 years, it’s so clear that: the stronger anti-communists this way, the more crumbled
community that way.
How do they react facing the resolution # 36 of the VC central committee? The VN communists have left
behind their fear of the Peace Process to make their way on the Open-Arms policicy toward our Vietnamese
oveseas. It sounded lile a slap on the faces of those anti-communist profiteers. Is it awakening time after a
long and heavy sleep? That’s enough with those bitter experiences.
Therefore, we, the group of fellow-travelers embracing the same goal, resolutely stands up from
disturbances, from sectional divisions, from lucrative anti-communist practices, to notice that: It’s already
enough for requirement, it is more than enough for demand; it is already trash!
We are now raising our voices to call upon our fellow-countrymen abroad , especially our young friends,
to get rid of complexes ,and lend your hands to staging a peaceful but decisive movement counter the
disaster of ideological terrorism, which has hovered over our living since 29 years in that promising land of
America.
On the other hand, we also appeal to owners of the Media of any kind - papers, TV and Radio-- to cease
any acts of abusive attacks, of direct or indirect slanders with unfounded reasons to no one having different
ideas for a common cause. We also ask our business people, our shop keepers, our entreprise leaders…not
to pay ads to the media that act against our unity and honor. We also request lawyers of different culture ,
and the non-VN Media to give your support for our fight against the ideological terrorism.
In implementing our cause, members of the group will be assigned to different sectors in view of forming
anti- ideological terrorism committees. Forums will be held here, in Europe or Australia…where there are VN
groupings to discuss ways of enhancing our projects.
Most important of all, our magazine will be soon published, reaching at every VN community overseas, in
order to introduce new constructive ideas, and to continue the fighting versus the profiteers of the anticommunist ideal. We think the communist undergrounds - the money counterfeiters among us would have
no place to hide about. Our magazine will be the sincere fellow-traveler to readers far and wide. Our readers
will find accurate explanations on diverse circumstances while in the second and adoptive country.
From now on, we wish every member of our VN communities would no longer be among the "moutons of
Panurge" of those hungry wolves. The evil of ideological terror must be stopped up; and time for open,
serious, valued and democratic dialogues will take root. Here, the United States has set precious example
of freedom and democracy. But the U.S. also observes principles of justice, and love for peace. In fact,
ideological terrorists will no more be tolerated of their indecent acts. We will force them to pay off for what
they have done.
At what extent our movement to counter the ideological terrorism will succeed, that depends on the
positive spirit of cooperation of our valued readers.
Sincerely,

Movement to counter the evil of ideological terrorism
Important notes:

The Movement to counter the evil of ideological terrorism (PTCDHKBTT) is the movement of the Mass,
and welcomes every supporting ideas regardless of gender. Registration will be of free will. However, if your
are our sponsors or sympathisants, would you introduce the Movement to another friends. Documents and
magazines as well, will be sent to them on time.
Names and addresses of our members will be kept with Top Secret. In any case of trouble against our
member, the Movement will offer support by any means available.
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